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About
Red Light
Skyscraper
Red Light Skyscraper are an instrumental post-rock band based 

in the verdant city of Siena (Italy). The project originated in the 

2014 thanks to the mesh up of sundry music visions, which is the 

keystone of a colored and explosive style. In the early years the 

band published their rst singles until such time as the big release 

came out: Still the Echo, their seven-tracks studio album, 

recorded at the Virus Studio of Siena and mastered with Frank 

ArArkwright at the Abbey Road Studios of London.

The members: Carlo Parillo on the guitar, keyboard and narrative 

voice; Jacopo Palumbo on guitar; Matteo Vispo on drums and 

Leonardo Bindi on the bass guitar. 

Furthermore, Jacopo Pettini and Andrea Dardi are accounted 

respectively for the artistic and executive production.

People who attended the shows often declared to get mesmerized by 

the embracing sound of the four-piece team. They expected the classic 

post-rock sound but eventually they get something surprising, more 

similar to a cosmic trip as the Italian press stated.

TTo date the band released a studio album and ve singles, the latest 

which was published at the beginning of the 2019 is entitled Matisse. In  

October the band will pursue a tour in UK – stay updated on the official 

website or on the most popular social network.



Discography
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Still the Echo
Album (2017)
Self-produced
1. Don London
2. Luke
3. Yugen
44.I think of her like a home
5. NSC
6. Sleep on it
7. Wander

Under the Sea
Single (2015)
Self-produced

Bonne Charogne
Single (2015)
Self-produced

Thermopylae
Single (2015)
Self-produced

Matisse
Single (2019)
Zener Sound

I’m the Prince
Single (2016)
Zener Sound

https://open.spotify.com/artist/5ToVVNQTLFd3Tqo6Dfzh6M?si=0iOPLDDgSVyStP6a_lW3gw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWEJ5yF9nB3qHG6p0oSDZ0g
https://redlightskyscraper.bandcamp.com/
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Take Matisse, for instance, a moody multi-dimensional single 
that they released earlier this year, thaat throws light and shade 
intermittently, creating an atmosphere of warm ambience and 
musical dynamism. It seems that dodgy electrics played their 
part in the creation of this instrumental wonder, evoking the 
work of one of the giants of modern art.

A post-rock driven by emotions with a strong narrative impact, 
which acts like an inner cosmic trip through our soul and 
thoughts.
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Luke intro vaguely remembers the beautiful "Lazarus" of 
David Bowie, another signal of sound research able to divert 
with  intelligence toward different models. Still The Echo is 
pleasant to listen to, in which you can feel a thick sound, ob-
tained with effort, work and heart.

\



The Band
info@redlightskyscraper.com

Andrea (Manager)
andreadardi@gmail.com

Official Website
www.redlightskyscraper.com
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